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Background

This engagement material has been produced by the Flood Resilience Engagement Advisors (FREA) network
for Key Stage 2 (KS2) Children and Young People (C&YP) - 7 to 11 years old. It is designed to be used in
schools, with youth organisations and at events to help C&YP be ‘flood ready’.
It brings to life Lancaster University’s research following the winter flooding of 2013/14 by giving C&YP a
role to play as ‘active citizens, not passive victims’ to help build flood resilience. They should be given more
information before, during and after flooding because they have the right to know how to prepare, what to
expect and how they can contribute. Learning about flood warnings, how to make a flood plan and flood
risk was identified by C&YP as a key priority. They derive benefit from having an active part to help their
community. Colleagues from the university have inputted into the material directly.
The material is also shaped by the requirements of the Duke of Cornwall Community Safety Award
(DoCCSA) Home Award (HA) for 5 to 10 year olds and Neighbourhood Award (NA) for 10 to 14 year olds,
completed by youth organisations, and informed by the KS2 geography curriculum where relevant e.g. to
encourage students to follow instructions. The Prepare, Act, Survive key messages are also reflected.
This User Guide will help all staff working across the organisation to engage more effectively with C&YP.
For further help, please contact your local Area FREA or the National Engagement Team. Finally, please read
the Feedback section at the end and let us know how it goes!

1. My family flood plan

This material is editable, or can be printed hard copy. Ideally, it shouldn’t just be given to C&YP without a
prior conversation. It can be used as part of a group discussion, with C&YP then taking home to talk
through with their families. Some actions they will be able to carry out, others are more for adult family
members. It is important to stress the role the C&YP can play, to help them feel empowered as ‘active
citizens, not passive victims’ to help build flood resilience.
It features within the DoCCSA HA and NA criteria e.g. checking risk, who might need help, where to get
more information, listing contact numbers, what to do with pets, what do flood warnings mean.

2. My school flood plan

This material is also editable, or can be printed hard copy. This isn’t the actual school’s flood plan. This an
activity designed for C&YP to get them involved with their school’s flood plan to help to shape it and show
the part they have played.

The school’s logo can be inserted. There are also editable sections that can be localised to a particular
school, with specific actions that C&YP can take before a flood and when flooding is happening. This
activity should be done in close liaison with the school to make sure the actions are right, and that they are
in support/agreement.
Again, it features within the DoCCSA HA and NA criteria e.g. meeting/safe place, who might need help,
what do flood warnings mean. This will also help C&YP to feel empowered as ‘active citizens, not passive
victims’ to help build flood resilience.

3. Emergency bag activity

The emergency bag activity consists of images of an empty emergency bag, wardrobe and pictures of things
that could go in the bag or on top of the wardrobe.
Explain to children why they might need an emergency bag: “If you need to leave your home to go
somewhere for a few hours, or days, because of floods, your family will need to take a bag containing
things they might need while temporarily out of the house. These things must be small and light enough to
carry in a bag. Some things may be very valuable, but you might not need them for a day or so, so you
could leave them somewhere safe in the house. You might also need some food in case you get stuck and
can’t get to the shops. If you have any pets – what might they need?”
To be followed by an interactive activity where children are split into groups of around four. They are given
the images of the empty bag and wardrobe (to represent somewhere safe - this could also be e.g. a high
shelf) and a pile of answers. They are tasked to fill their bag with things that are important to them, and
put things that need to be protected, but which can’t easily be carried, in the safe place image.
Ask the children to explain why they chose to put items in the bag or leave them in a safe place. It is
important to stress there is no ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ answer.
This activity could then be followed by the My family flood plan activity.

4. Flood game

This is a new version of the flood game that has been refreshed and updated. Additional resources needed:
counters, a dice and five items for their emergency bag for each player (printed from the emergency bag
activity cards).
As the players move along inside the house they will collect key items for their emergency bag. If they do
not have all the items as they exit the house, they will need to go back to the beginning!

5. I’m Flood Ready certificate

This certificate is editable and can be amended to include the child’s name and tailored depending on
whether the action has helped their family, school or community be prepared for flooding from the named
sea or river.
It should be given to recognise that at least one or two actions have been taken by C&YP e.g. completed a
‘my family flood plan’, or played the flood game.

6. Scheme facts and figures

This activity sheet is editable, or can be used hard copy, and is most closely aligned with the KS2 geography
curriculum e.g.
• communicating geographical information in different ways including maps, numerical skills and
writing at length
• using topographical/geographical vocabulary to refer to key physical features e.g. river, coast
• interpreting sources of geographical information, including maps, diagrams, aerial photographs and
GIS - also compass points
• fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present human/physical features in local areas using
different methods, including sketch maps, plans, graphs.
It can be used to share information about how local flood risk is managed/schemes, boxes for
maps/diagrams e.g. flood warning area maps, properties at risk, cost of any schemes, partner organisations
involved, if/how C&YP can get involved.
It also fits the Duke of Cornwall Community Safety Home Award criteria to visit, or find out, about a flood
defence scheme that has managed the hazard.

7. Before, during and after flooding workbook
(Carol to update)

8. Emergency Bag

A limited number of water-resistant emergency bags, made from rPET plastic bottles (that can be recycled
in future – recycling code 1), were produced and distributed to the FREA network.
The bags can be used as part of the DoCSSA HA and NA e.g. what to put in a grab bag, including documents
that might be needed, and any supplies. A Brownie group may be tasked, for instance, with taking away a
bag to fill and bring back to show and explain the important things they would take with them if they had
to leave their home. This would be an excellent use for the bags. They shouldn’t be simply handed out
without a subsequent action being taken/tracked. Please update your local FREA or the National
Engagement Team on how they are used.

9. I’m Flood Ready folder

This folder will help to ensure material doesn’t get lost and reaches home in one piece! Do use the
opportunity to remind C&YP to discuss the Prepare, Act, Survive key messages on the reverse – particularly
who can carry out each of the actions.

Feedback

(Change to reflect final metrics decided on) If you are using this C&YP engagement material and are not
part of an Area Flood Resilience Team, can you please keep them posted on your activity e.g. what material
you have used, when and how, how many C&YP you have engaged with, and actions they have taken. We
would be delighted to receive any case studies! It would also be great to have any feedback from C&YP,
staff, schools and youth organisations to consider for any future changes made.
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“I need to TAKE
THESE THINGS
with me”

“I CAN’T take these things
with me but they can go
upstairs or on top of my
wardrobe”

EMERGENCY BAG

Flood warnings
What do they mean? Make sure you share this with your family

PREPARE

• Prepare a bag that includes medicines and
insurance documents
• Visit flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk

What do I need
for my pet

• Turn off gas, water and electricity

ACT

• Move things upstairs or to safety
• Move family, pets and car to safety
• Call 999 if in immediate danger

SURVIVE

• Follow advice from emergency services
• Keep yourself and your family safe

Who do I need to call for help or to make sure they are ok?
Write their numbers here. IN AN EMERGENCY ALWAYS CALL 999
Name:

I can get more information here
metoffice.gov.uk
Local radio and TV news programmes

Number:

My School

Plan

Name:
If my school activates its Flood Plan what can I do to help?
List what you can do
BEFORE a flood here

Image

Tick when done

Put your
school logo
here

List what you can do when
flooding is HAPPENING here

Tick when done

Image

I should ask my teacher these questions
to help us Prepare, Act and Survive

I can get more information here
metoffice.gov.uk
Local radio and TV news programmes

PREPARE

• Prepare a bag that includes medicines and
insurance documents
• Visit flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk

ACT

• Turn off gas, water and electricity
• Move things upstairs or to safety
• Move family, pets and car to safety

SURVIVE
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Pick up any item for
your emergency bag
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Help give out hot drinks
at your community centre
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Oh no, forgot
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turn the electricity off
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another
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Your street looks like it’s
coming back to life
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Need to leave your home it was damp and smelly
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We’re flood proofing
our home. Rugs
instead of carpets!
Have
another
go

CONGRATULATIONS!
You are flood ready

FINISH

Good news - your school
makes a flood plan
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What’s in your Emergency Bag?

EMERGENCY BAG
What might you need if your family has to leave
home because of a flood?
Remember, it could be night-time and still raining!

What would you move upstairs, or on top of
your wardrobe, if a flood warning is issued?

Lunchbox

Football

Rubber duck

Pet food tins

Table/Chair

Photo album

Glasses

Torch

School bag

Insurance documents

Wind-up/battery radio

Passport

Warm, waterproof
clothing

First aid kit

Medicine

Toothbrush
and hairbrush

Bottled water

Tinned food

Utensils

Baby food and
care items

Teddy bear

Spare batteries

Mobile phone
and charger

Pocket money

Books
(including school books)

Keys

Fridge items

Laptop

Games console

TV

Microwave

Electric fan

Pets

is ‘flood ready’ for taking action to help their
family / school or community be prepared for
any flooding

PREPARE
ACT
SURVIVE

• Prepare a bag that includes medicines and
insurance documents
• Visit flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk
• Turn off gas, water and electricity
• Move things upstairs or to safety
• Move family, pets and car to safety
• Call 999 if in immediate danger
• Follow advice from emergency services
• Keep yourself and your family safe

Make sure you share this with your family

I’m Flood Ready

Client: Environmental Agency
Item code: RPET-DRW-01 (customized)
(made from recycled plastic bottles)
Description: rPET Drawstring backpack |with metal sealed eyelets/ black string
Bag Size (HxWxD): 45cm x 35cm x 10cm
Material Thickness: 210T
Bag colour: Blue 072C
Screen print: 1 colour WHITE x2 sides (side 2 with ﬂash)
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